Art and Culture
The brand new “2016 Taipei Break-Of-Dawn Concert” accompanied the Taipei citizens
to welcome the first ray of sunlight in 2017, which shone splendidly on the skyline of
Taipei City. In 2016, the World Design Capital or WDC project officially kicked off in
Taipei City, which as time evolved was followed by the upcoming 2017 Universiade.
The Department of Cultural Affairs, Taipei City Government was taking an even more
adventurous and ambitious approach to launch a number of programs, including setting
up Taipei Media School, which is the nation’s first technology-oriented experimental
education institute, and organizing the first 2016 Nuit Blanche Taipei, which
demonstrated Taipei’s soft power and efforts to connect with the world. Moreover, The
Department of Cultural Affairs has spared no efforts on preserving the current cultural
heritage. A variety of festive activities and subsidized promotional campaigns created an
ambience for citizens as if they live in a rich cultural setting and culture is just around
them. With these efforts mentioned, the concept of design is expected to be incorporated
into our lives and help create a livable city for citizens.
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The Department of Cultural Affairs, Taipei
City Government was heading towards an
innovative direction by undertaking revolutionary
measures. While pushing forward the preservation
of the city’s cultural heritages, the Department of
Cultural Affairs applied social design concept and
policy to build a deeper foundation of design for
the city and interface with the world even after
that the Word Design Capital project was to be
handed over to the next organizing Mexico City at
the end of 2016. Last but not the least, the
Department is all geared to take in charge of 2017
Universiade, an international mission.

Part 1 Promote Urban
Design as a starting
Point of aesthetic
Movements

Taipei Mayor Ko Wen-je wrote down his new year wish on the
dream balloon of the mobile art container house

After renovation, Da-zhi market exhibits new signage that
fused design with tradition

1. Embracing Design in Every
Aspect of Life and in Every
Corner of Taipei
In 2016, the “Taipei Design Action -Small
Signage Design” program was aimed to blend

Street Bubble Gum was a collaboration between Taipei Design
Action and Designer Nieh Yung-chen

2016 Taipei Break-of-Dawn Concert redefine Taipei’s new year
life style

the concept of design into tradition. 52 shop
signs in Da-zhi Market, along Wanhua’s Herb
Alley, Nankang’s Zhongnan Street and around
Tsu-Sheng Temple. Shop signs were redesigned
to exhibit an extra sense of aesthetics. The
products of Bubble Gum Street Vendors and
Yulan Magnolina Fragrance Pack Street Vendors,
for example, were transformed after re-design.
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Furthermore, the famous Ning-xia Night Market
Banquet and street vendor foods combined good
food promotion table, stand-up meal table, model
vendor cars, aprons and other design elements.
In terms of the Urban Landscape Planning in
Taipei, the Department of Cultural Affairs worked
with the Taiwan Power Company to color paint
a total of 133 transformer boxes, which were in
charge by 62 districts. These transformer boxes
were located mainly on five roads, including
Song-jiang Road, Fu-xing North and South Road,
Beimen or Cheng-En Gate, Xing-shen South Road
and Roosevelt Road. The transformer boxes were
used as a medium for an environmental coloring
project. Information for drivers and pedestrians
were further divided and simplified so that the
messages are clear and concise. On different
sections of these five roads were painted with
colors that were compliant to the colors and tones
of each road section. The concept of colorscape
was thus applied. This program also included the
landscaping of the bike trails along the Fu-xing
North & South Roads, the piazza in front of the
Taiwan University Stadium, and the facade of the
transformer plant of the Wong-long MRT station.
The Department of Cultural Affairs also utilized
the World Design Capital project as a good
opportunity to nurture up and coming designers
and illustrators in Taiwan. The Taipei Rapid Transit
Corporation was enlisted by the Department to
collaborate as part of this project to create a
“Design Station” program and choose “The Sun
Yat-san Memorial Hall” as a demonstration point,
for which green plants, courtesy umbrella racks,
indication signs, and promotional videos were

re-designed. In addition, there were MRT trains
with dedicated designs in correspondence to
the WDC project, including promotional literature
and indication signs. For instance, the indication
signs for courtesy seats and no smoking were
re-designed and presented in the form of comic
illustrations. There was also cooperation with
popular illustrator Magai’s to come up with role
stickers, which were applied to image advertising
for YouBike and buses. There were also WDC
stickers solely designed for the WDC project
with the theme of Taipei citizens. The stickers
had 8 characters, which were adopted from real
cases whose lives changed because of the World
Design Capital project. All these are aimed to
send a message about the beauty of design.

2. World Design Capital Taipei
2016 to Interface with the World
(1) Swedish Design for 170 Years &
Contemporary Israeli Design

There were two international design exhibitions
in 2016. The first one was Design SolutionSwedish Design for 170 Years, starting from
March 12 to April 10, 2016 with the main theme
of looking further into the Swedish design.
This exhibition was proud to invite a number of
Swedish designers, who were joined by Taiwan
designers to organize 5 design observation
salons, 1 international exchange workshop and
3 introduction tours on the design themes. It
was recorded there were 40,157 visitors to the
exhibition. The other was Creative RoughnessContemporary Israeli Design, in which Alon
Razgour, the Israeli designer was invited to act
as the planner for the exhibition. The exhibition
focused on the abundance of traditional
Israeli culture and its historical background.
It also covered the diversity and innovation of
contemporary Israeli design by inviting more than
50 Israeli designers to join. It was recorded that a
total of 49,527 people viewed the exhibition.

(2) WDC International Design Open Call
Transformer boxes with new color,font and symbol that make
the informations more visibly.

This project was aimed at discussion on four
issues that urban development faces, including
Life & Health, Ecological Sustainability, Intelligent
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Life, and Urban Rejuvenation. Moreover, it was
aimed towards reinforcing the participation in the
international designing social club and expanding
the effects and benefits of international marketing.
A total of 49 international proposals were received
from 19 countries. Finally 6 proposals were
chosen. It is expected that citizen participation
can be fur ther enhanced through these
international cooperation projects which would
eventually build Taipei as a role model city for
introducing social design into city construction.
2016 Nuit Blanche Taipei officially kicked off with Taipei Mayor
Ko taking the lead.

(3) 2016 Nuit Blanche Taipei
Nuit Blanche

Originating from Paris, France, Nuit Blanche is held
on the first Saturday night in October. So far there
have been 120 cities around the world joining in to
organize this event. The year 2016 was marked as a
milestone because it was the first time that Taipei
city joined to hold Nuit Blanche.

In response to the 2016 Nuit Blanche Taipei, the Office of the
President for the first time opened to the public at midnight.

This was the first internationally-certified large
cultural and artistic activity to take place in Taipei
city. Themed with “Stroll in the Night of Art”, the
route of the night was designed to go from “228

North Gate, the historical site was integrated with creative art to create a light sculpture show.
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Peace Memorial Park, Beimen (North Gate),
Tacheng Street, to Dadaocheng, spanning a total
of 4 kilometers to go past the recently-renovated
cultural heritage areas that integrates the cultural
heritage and contemporary creation. This event
is centered on culture, allowing participants
of different generations and background to
encounter and exchange, which corresponds
to the spirit of the Nuit Blanche. On the opening
ceremony, a video clip with the congratulation
message from Bruno Julliard, the deputy mayor
of Paris, was played. 2016 Nuit Blanche Taipei
started 6pm on October 1 and ended 6am on
October 2, during which a total of art works were
displayed and 27 performances were presented
on 7 stages. Meanwhile, there were 24 venues
and activities taking place to match the event. For
the first time that Office of the President was open
to the public at night. It is recorded that a total of
256,758 people joined the event.

Delegates of six international cities signed an exchange and
cooperation memorandum with Taipei City.

3. World Design Capital Taipei
2016 - Official Events
There were 6 main events designed officially
by the Government for the World Design Capital
Taipei 2016. The first one was the Design Gala,
in which 2016 World Design Impact Prize was
awarded. With the main theme of “Design for a
Better World,” 3 works were selected out of a
total of 82 applications from countries around the
world and the winning project was “Warka Water:
Harvest Water from Air.” In October, 4 highlighted
events were Network of Cities Meeting on October
13, International Design Policy Conference from
October 15 to 16, International Design Week
Forum on October 18 , International Design
House Exhibition from October 13 to 30 and the
handing-over ceremony on December 21.
The Network of Cities Meeting provided an
excellent venue for mayors of different world
design capitals to exchange their thoughts and
experience in policy implementation and their
innovation in designing and managing cities. In
the meantime, there were discussions on how to
develop and maintain effective design policies.
Representatives from six international cities such
as Helsinki, Cape Town, Kolding, Eindhoven,
Mexico City and Phoenix were invited to Taiwan

International Design House Exhibition allowed the public a great
chance to profoundly experience the aesthetics of Taipei City.

to exchange experience in organizing the WDC.
Taipei City also signed Design Cooperation &
Exchange Memorandum.
The International Design Policy Conference
was for the first time organized in Asia with the
main theme of designing policy, including four
major agenda: Design Public Policy, Design
Social Impact, Design Future Lives and Design
a Sustainable City. In the forum, discussion
encompassed how to design for a better city, what
opportunities there were to connect Taiwan and
global social groups on design. More than 3,000
visitors were recorded to participate in the forum.
The International Design Forum was held in the
Taipei Fine Arts Museum, in which 16 designers
shared substantial amount of diverse ideas on
three main topics: World Design Capital, Global
Design Viewpoints and Asian Design Strength.
The Depar tment of Cultural Affairs and
Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of
Economic Affairs co-hosted International Design
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International Design House Exhibition had a total of 6 exhibition halls and 3 satellite exhibition venues, displaying works of creation by
more than international and domestic designers

House Exhibition in Songshan Cultural and
Creative Park from October 13 to 30, for which
Chou Yu-ru, Li Wei-lang, Zou Chun-sheng and
calligraphic artist Dong Yang-tzu were invited to
act as event planners. More than 13 world cities
participated in this exhibition to create Design
Power Venue, Taipei City-Hall 1,Taipei City –Hall 2,
International City- Hall 1, International City- Hall 2,
6 main exhibition venues under the theme of From
Ink to Apparel: Fashion x Arts, and 3 main satellite
exhibition areas. It was honored to have President
Tsai Ing-wen participate in the opening ceremony,
after which she also visited the exhibition,
indicating that the Government would continue
allocating resources into the development of
Taiwan’s design industry. She also encouraged
the private sectors to join their efforts in investing
the sector. Taipei Major Ko also emphasized that
“the change should start from the capital Taipei.
To change Taipei, we should start from culture. To
change our culture, we should start from design. It
is expected that the concept and action of design
will build Taipei a city of greater convenience and
beauty. This International Design House Exhibition
was recorded to attract 870,419 visitors.

Part 2 Preservation and
Activation of
Cultural Heritage
1. Cultural Heritage Preservation
Achievements
Ta i p e i C i t y G o v e r n m e n t d e s i g n a t e d 2
monuments, registered 17 historical buildings and
2 cultural landscapes in 2016. The designated
monuments include Chao Bei Hospital which
was founded by the famous doctor Li Chao-bei
in Bangka during the Japanese-Occupied Period
and Shihlin Shennong Temple (originally Chih-lan
Temple) which was established during the Kang
Xi Period in the QingDynasty. It is one of the three
largest historical temples in Shihlin together with
Tzu Hsien Temple and Hui Chi Temple, Shennong
Temple. Registered historic buildings/structures
are Yehjinfa Rice Mill in Dadaochen established in
the early Japanese Occupation Period, Lin Hwa
Tai Tea Company which was built in 1966 and has
kept part of the tea production equipment from
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assessment plan for the Beitou Museum historical
building, management and maintenance of the
Beitou Museum, repair and reuse plan as well as
management & maintenance project for the Chao
Bei Hospital and Pu Tien-sheng Sculpture art &
Tactile Educational Exhibition.

3. Old House Cultural MovementGranary No. 1
Shilin Shennong Temple

the early days, former residence of Huang Jie
and Chang Hsueh-liang, Chen Jiang Graveyard
in Beitou, pillars of the Huluzhou suspension
bridge in Neihu, Xuan-an Temple in Shezidao
and other 17 places. The cultural landscapes
include victim’s grave yard in the period of Martial
Law and Toad Mountain, which were publicly
announced in June and August in 2016. As of
today, there are 157 monuments, 234 historical
buildings, 2 settlement sites, 1 historical site and
10 cultural landscapes in Taipei.

2. C u l t u r a l A s s e t S u b s i d y
Performance
Each year, the Department of Cultural Affairs
allocates budgets to subsidize owners of private
cultural assets to maintain, preserve, revitalize
and re-use their assets. In 2016 subsidies for
repair and reuse projects include the roof repair
for the Yifang Old House, the repair of the
northern wall of Chen De-xing Hall, structural
reuse and fire safety improvement for the Tzu
Yun Temple, the repair and reuse project of
the Dadaocheng Qianqiu Street Stores (No
51, Guide Street), and the emergent repair
project for the county-designated Yin Sung Ge.
Subsidies for management, maintenance and
educational promotion projects included the
annual demonstration, seminar and website setup
activities for the Zhuangxiefa Cultural History
Pavilion, documentary on the renovation of the
Sunday School and Priest Hall of the Jianan
Presbyterian Church, day-to-day management
and revitalization project of the Liuguang Steet
End Western-style buildings, the structural safety

Since 2013, the Depar tment of Cultural
Affairs, the Taipei City Government has taken
active initiatives to push the Old House Cultural
Movement, integrate resources from private
sectors to resolve the manpower and finance
shortage, bolster the development of cultural and
creative industry, and effectively enhance the
positive image of Taipei City Government.
In 2016, Granary No. 1 was revamped and
reopened to the public. The building stands
through the test of time as the only Japanese-style
wood-built barn left from the more than 5 decades
ago. It was built around 1944 and served as
the provisionary granary during the World War
II; however, it was idle for years after the war.
Through three-year planning and designing,
Lead Jade Construction Co., Ltd set out from the
story of granary to embrace the mission of recreating the connection between agriculture and
eating culture so that the reborn Granary No. 1
became a gathering place for small farmers and
their products. In this way, agriculture, gourmet,
human touch and artistic aesthetics are combined
to bring to light again the historical significance of
Granary No. 1.

4. City-Designated Historical Site The Lin Residence, Bangka:
Revitalization and Unveiling
Ceremony
The Lin Residence, Bangka was funded and
constructed by the local Lin clan of prominence in
1932. In July 2000, the building was designated
as historic site by the Taipei City Government.
The Lin Residence, Bangka, which used to be
the tallest building in the Banka area, takes the
shape of an irregular rectangle and integrates
different architectural styles such as traditional
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The Lin Residence, Bangka is an irregular rectangle in shape.

Chinese style, Japanese style and western style.
In addition to the craving ornaments and color
paintings, pavilions on different floor, stairs,
doors and windows all come with a detailed and
nice touch, while the base the building applied
different kind of material and colors to indicate
different spaces
In consideration that the Lin family fell short of
funds for repair and renovation, the Department
of Cultural Affairs, Taipei City Government started
to subsidize the repair work. After restoration,
the Lin family decided to rent out the first and
second floor to open coffee shops so that the
public can access the building. As for the third
and fourth floor, the Lin Family manages them
as an exhibition venue for family relics and
geographical history introduction. Profits from
the coffee shop operation are partly allocated
to fund the maintenance and management of the
historic site, exhibition venue and improvement of
the displayed contents.
On May 27 2016, Taipei Mayor Ko Wen-je
visited the site for the unveiling ceremony for the
signage of “The Lin Residence, Bangka.” The
Residence not only witnessed the changes and
evolution of the Bangka area but is also a good
example for sustainably managing privatelyowned historical sites with gradual revitalization.

stations along the railway route were demolished
and torn down. However, upon the persuasion
and efforts by Mr Shih Jing-san, the founder of
Taiwan Folk Village, the Xinbeitou Historic Station
and its ownership was relocated to the Changhua
Taiwan Folk Village. The ownership was also
transferred to the Changhua Taiwan Folk Village.
Due to the rising awareness of the importance of
cultural heritage preservation, people in the Beitou
Community launched the proposal to have the
Xinbeitou Historic Station back in Beitou again.
Finally, in light of the enthusiasm and anticipation
of Taipei City Government and Taipei citizens for
the Xinbeitou Historic Station to return to where it
was originally and out of the same belief that any
building of historical value must be connected to
its original location in order to signify its relation
with the local humanity and history, the owner
Rirong Asset Co., agreed to donate the Xinbeitou
Historic Station to the Taipei City Government free
of charge in April 2013.
In July 2016, the work to rebuild the Xinbeitou
Historic Station started. On November 5, 2016,
a beam-raising ceremony was held, in which
Taipei Mayor Ko Wen-je, Deputy Mayor Chen
Jing-chung, Director of the Depar tment of
Cultural Affairs Chong Yong-fong, and people’s
representatives in the Beitou district participated
to offer their best wishes for the success of the
reconstruction. In accordance with old Japanese
ceremonial tradition, important historical events
were written down as signs and staked to the
building’s ridgepoles, reciting of both Chinese
and Japanese blessings, celebrating with
drumming and tossing red bean buns to share

5. The Beam-Raising Ceremony
for Xinbeitou Historic Station
Xinbeitou Historic Station is the only remaining
old wooden train station in Taipei City. In 1988,
the Taipei-Tamsui railway route ceased operation
due to the building of the MRT line. All the old

Beam raising ceremony
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the joy. The Taiwanese worship rituals were also
conducted to offer best wishes to the success
of the construction work. It is scheduled that
the construction will complete in spring of 2017
and the Taipei City Cultural Foundation will be
responsible for the operation and management
of the Station. In the future, it will serve as one of
the important information points to introduce the
cultural, historical and geological transformation
in Beitou area.

6. Opening of the City-Designated
Historical Site-Sin Hong Choon
Trade Co.
It took four years for the Department of Cultural
Affairs, Taipei City Government to repair and
renovate the Sin Hong Choon Trade Co., which
is located in Dadaocheng and later designated
by the Taipei City Government as a histor site. It
was once the largest tea company in the Taipei
city in 1934. At the end of 2015, the renovation
work completed. Taipei City Government, owner
of the site and the builder spent half year on
planning and renovation, which brought the place
to return to its glory days as an old tea shop and
finally reopen to the public. The first floor features
“Special Exhibition: Sin Hong Choon Trade Co.”
to showcase the story of tea industry, culture and
history of the Dadaocheng Area, and stories of
the local old tea shops. The second floor exhibits
the process of the repair work, the contrast
between the before and after the work, and the
highlights of the repair work. The TV series La
Grande Chaumiere Violette was shot on the site.
Lastly, the third floor is a venue to offer hands-on
activities to experience such as tea making and
the art of tea. The exhibition will last until February
28, 2017.

The official opening of the city-designated historical site Sin
Hong Choon Trade Co. in Dadaocheng

The exhibition content of the first-floor tea roasting hall in Sin
Hong Choon Trade Co.

7. Mitsui Warehouse Co., Ltd
I n a c c o rd a n c e w i t h t h e We s t G a t e w a y
Redevelopment Plan and in consideration of
issues such as cultural assets preservation, urban
landscaping and traffic, the shabby and desolate
Mitsui Warehouse was temporarily relocated to the
nearby Plaza No. 8 for repair and reconstruction.
With appropriate design and engineering

Mitsui Warehouse Co., Ltd current exterior
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methods, the aim is for this monument to return to
its original building site.
After the review of the deconstruction and
protection plan was completed, the historic
Mitsui Warehouse preservation and construction
engineering adopted large chunk cuts to maintain
the front parapet wall, windows in the front west of
the building and the first floor in the back. The rest
of the building with aging, cracking and failing
structure was manually dismantled one brick by
another for restructuring later.
The Mitsui Warehouse Project was divided
into two phases—deconstruction as the first and
preservation as the second. It was scheduled
to be complete before December 31, 2016.
The urban road planning was expected to be
completed by November 30, 2016. The Second
Phase focuses on reconstruction and repair work
with further details to be finalized later. Within five
days from the date of official announcement, the
project should commence and finish in 330 days.

Part 3 Support and Subsidy
for Art and Culture;
Transition and Award
of Culture
1. Support All 14 Categories of
Arts and Culture and
Outstanding Entertainment
Groups
Two sessions were available to application
for art and culture subsidization in 2016, which
were introduced to the public in two briefings.
Among them, the “Operation and Management
of Space” item added a two-year subsidy plan.
Applicants can file a two-year application plan
to simplify the administrative procedures. It has
been 17 years since the Department of Cultural
Affairs started this subsidy. As of 2016, more than
11,000 applications had been granted with the
total subsidization amount of NT$1,100,000,000

dollars. In 2016, a total of 907 applications were
granted with subsidization, totaling an amount of
NT$ 69,982,000 dollars. The awarded outstanding
entertainment groups included Puppet Beings
Theater Company, Story Works, Taipei Percussion
and Taipei Dance Circle.

2. Taipei Culture Award
Each year a significant concept is selected as
a core requirement of the Taipei Culture Award to
promote and recognize individuals or groups with
contributions. This 20th Taipei Culture Award is
centered on the idea that on the basis of cultural
ecology study and preservation, people or groups
who demonstrate remarkable achievements in
integrating tradition and modernity and taking
creative actions to shape new urban looks and
enhance citizen’s awareness of cultural identity.
45 applicants, either individuals or groups, were
received and reviewed by Award’s selection
committee. As a result, Sun Rong-hui, the Director
of Yi-Shin Taiwanese Opera Troupe, Liu Chingzheng, National Treasure Master in Dragon Boats
and Godot Theater Company received the award.

Winners of the Taipei Culture Award with Taipei Mayor Ko
Wen-je

3. Recognition of Outstanding Art
Groups in Taipei
In 2016, the Contemporary Legend Theater
was recognized for its 30-year dedication in
integration of the aesthetics with theatrical arts.
On November 30, Chen Ching-chun, deputy
mayor of Taipei City Government joined the
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Contemporary Legend Theatre was awarded the Excellent
Group Award by Taipei City

ceremony to deliver the award to the troupe.
A l s o , a c o l o r- p a i n t e d M RT t r a i n w i t h t h e
Legendary 30 Years as the main theme began
operating on the Tamshui-Xinyi MRT route for
four months as a way to make the Theater’s
contributions known to the public.

4. Opening of Taipei Backstage
Pool
Formerly a long-deserted warm water swim
pool, after several inspections by professional
art and culture professionals, it was repaired,

renovated and transformed into a big rehearsal
studio, formally named as Taipei Backstage Pool.
It houses the Preparatoty Office for Taipei Art
Center. It provides space for rehearsal for large
performing arts activities that was lacking in the
past.
In March 2016, the Pool was officially opened
for public application, which was aimed to
enhance the quality of general performing
art programs, further increase the consumer
population in ar t and culture, suppor t the
performing art industry and finally demonstrate
the cultural vitality of great creativity and cultural
substance in depth in Taiwan.

5. P o p u l a r M u s i c I n d u s t r y
Promotion and Guidance
Program
A groundbreaking ceremony for the southern
base for the Northern Taiwan Popular Music
Center was organized on April 21, 2016. In
accordance with the establishment of the
Northern Taiwan Popular Music Center’s facilities,

Cast of the Taipei Backstage Pool
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The commencement ceremony for the South Base of the
Northern Taipei Pop Music Center

The first class of Taipei Media School in front of the main gate
of the school

the Department of Cultural Affairs simultaneously
set up supporting measures in aspects such
as preservation of music art industry, industrial
consultation and educational promotion so as
to accumulate momentum in the operation of
the Center. In 2016, the implemented projects
included Documentary of Music History by
Senior Music Workers, Compilation of Taiwan
Popular Music Database Catalogue, Electronic
Music Production workshop, Pop Music Concert
Producer Training Program, Pop Music Education
Promotion Activity, Taipei Music All Weekend
event, publication of popular music books,
consultation and assistance of the Live House
industry.
To n u r t u r e e l e c t r o n i c m u s i c i a n s , t h e
Department organized the 2016 Electronic Music
Production workshop, which was centered on
electronic music, inviting famous music instructors
from Australian Institute of Music, Howie B. (a
British Producer), Hideki Matsutake (Master of
Synthesizer in Japan) to deliver classes and
give practical instructions so as to learn about
the latest international trend and technology.
In addition, to cultivate stage performers in
concerts and production professionals, the Pop
Music Concert Producer Training Program was
organized, inviting Travis Payne, who was the
choreographer and the co-producer of “This is it”
in Michael Jackson’s concerts as well as Stacy
Walker, who was the choreography instructor in
Lady GaGa’s “The Monster Ball” concert. Through
their experience sharing, concert planners and
staff in Taiwan were given a great chance to learn
new concepts.

6. The Opening of Taipei Media
School, TMS
The Department of Cultural Affairs and the
Taipei Culture Foundation collaborated to set up
Taipei Media School or TMS, which is the first
registered but non-school style experimental
education institute and the only one in Taipei City
to nurture behind-the-scene talent at the age
of high school in the fields of audio and visual
industry. It is the nation’s first technology-based
experimental education institute. Lee Yuan, the
Chairman of the Taipei Culture Foundation, acts
as the first principle of the institute. Located in
the co-habitat of the Treasure Hill, the institute
is targeted to cultivate professional behind-thescene talents in audio and visual sector. The
courses adopts the middle-way approach to
instruct students. In May, the institute started its
enrollment preparation and an enrollment seminar
was organized in June, in which nearly 400
students and parents participated. 41 students
enrolled in the first class of Taipei Media School.
In September 1, 2016, the school held its opening
ceremony at which Taipei City Mayor Ko Wen-je
personally taught the first class.

7. Lecture Series of the Taipei
Film Academy
This year, the third Taipei Film Academy
featured four topics which opened with “Cinema
Master Forum”, continuing with the “Filmmakers’
Workshop”, “International Animation and Special
Effects Forum” and “Screenwriters’ Forum”.
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Marco Mueller, the director of the Macau Film
Festival was invited to deliver speeches in Cinema
Master Forum to share his years of experience in
promoting Mandarin movies in the international
film festivals. Li Leih and Yeh Ju-feng, senior
movie producers discussed the independent
production of Taiwan movies and how to produce
movies of quality, in which 436 participants were
recorded.
In terms of Filmmakers’ Workshop, lecturers
included American Producer Christina Lee Storm,
Producer Liao Ching-song and Michelle Yeh,
Joost de Varis from the Netherlands, Macau Film
Festival Manager Lorna Tee, Thailand producer
Raymond phathanavirangoon and Producer John
Heinsen to share their thoughts on international
film production, in which 59 participants were
recorded.
As for International Animation and Special
E ff e c t s F o r u m , D i re c t o r R y a n D o n o g h u e ,
screenwriter Shannon Tindle, Director Elaina Scott
shared the experience of producing traditional
animation to special audio and visual effects.
In terms of Screenwriters’ Forum, writer Hsiao
Yeh, Screenwriter Chang Chia-Lu, Screenwriter
and co-director Tian Koi-leong and director
Anthony Chen guided participants to know more
about the process of creation, in which 1,428
people participated.

8. Taipei Soundscape Project
To devise a unique cultural setting of life, the
Department of Cultural Affairs, the Taipei City
Government launched the Taipei Soundscape
Project in 2015, which allows the public to
experience Taipei and its special features through
the sense of hearing. Since implementation in
2015, two achievements for Taipei Metro have
been completed, encompassing the installation
of a turnstile alerting system and a reminder
broadcast system for passengers in transfer
and arriving at destination. In 2016, another two
sound projects were successfully completed: the
installation of sound advice for incoming trains
and ambience music for metro stations. For the
first installation, 3 routes including ZhongheXinlu Line (Chen Jian-chi’s creation), Bannan
Line (Lee Xin-yun’s creation) and Songshan-

Xindian Line (Chou Yue-chen’s creation) were
completed on January 9, 16, and 23, respectively.
As for the second installation, 5 stations including
Tamshui Station (Chen Jian-nien’s creation),
Xiaobitan Station (Liu Han’s creation), Daan Park
Station (Liu Ji-ling’s creation) and Chiang Kaishek Memorial Hall Station (Red’s creation) were
completed on August 31 whereas the ambience
music at Zhongsan Junior High School Station (Lin
Chiang’s creation) was launched on September
24. All the installation have provided a brand new
auditory experience to the passengers.

Part 4 Annual Art and
Culture Festival:
Culture is Life
1. Taipei’s Three Major Performing
Arts Festivals
(1) 17th Taipei Children’s Arts Festival

The Department of Cultural Affairs, the Taipei
City Government hosted the 17th Taipei Children’s
Arts Festival under the theme of Imagination Takes
Flight and Builds the World as you dreamed of,
for which there were 4 big outdoor performances,
10 shows by Taiwan and foreign performers
for ticketing, 67 community ar t promotion
performances and art installation activities, which
were aimed to overturn the common impressions
that Taiwan audiences have towards children’s
performing arts. The festival ran from July 1 to
August 7, and attracted a total of 328,729 people.

(2) Taipei Arts Festival

Inspired by the notion of the “Art Changes
Life,” the Department of Cultural Affairs, Taipei
City Government organized the 18th Taipei Arts
Festival in 2016 by hosting 39 performance
shows for 11 excellent works of art by artists from
8 countries around the world. In the meantime,
48 seminars and workshops and 34 shows were
held. The Festival ran from September 9 to
October 16, attracting 320,164 people to take
part in.
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Opening of the 2016 Taipei Arts Festival in the Wellspring Theater

(3) Taipei Fringe Festival

The Department of Cultural Affairs, Taipei
City Government organized the 9th Taipei Fringe
Festival to cultivate and train talents in performing
arts. A whole set of measures and services
included marketing, producing programs,
technological consultation and ticket selling.
They also continued to develop non-theatrical
space, encourage the public to visit different type
of performing space. A total of 582 shows were
delivered on 37 different venues. A total of 159
bands and groups joined the festival to hold 582
performances during August 6 and 28 to attract
50,157 people.

2. Literature, Video and Music

promote the reading ambience in the City. The
festival was held from March 1 to May 31, during
which a total of 21,106 visitors were recorded.

(2) Taipei Film Festival

2016 marked the 18th year of the Taipei Film
Festival, which included not only the film display
but also two important competitions, the Taipei
Film Award and the International New Talent
Competition as a way to promote the development
in the film industry. During the festival, events
included free outdoor cinema, free films for
parents and children, Festival Focused Dialogue
Seminars, Film Maker’s Seminar, Movie Fan’s Club
and etc. These events allowed audience to get
close to the producers and know more about the

(1) Taipei Literature Festival

The 2016 Taipei Literature Festival was held
under the main theme of “Words are on” to bring
forth lectures on “Literature crossover Visual,”
creative writing workshops, literature film festival,
library books exhibition, a talk delivered by
international writer Mitsuyo Kakuta to lead readers
to discover the realm of images created by words
as well as the strength of literature in images.
Meanwhile, other local literature resources such
as publishers, independent bookstores, art &
culture centers were connected to bring forth
activities that cross over different fields so as to

Hsieh Pei-ni, former commissioner of the Department of
Cultural Affairs and other important guests such as Shih Chun
and Hsu Hao-fong at the press conference for 2016 Taipei
Literature Festival
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Cast for The Tenants Downstairs at the Taipei Film Festival

process of film creation. In 2016, the Workshop for
One-to-one international proposals was continued
by the Bureau of Audiovisual and Music Industry
Development, MOC while France’s Festival Des 3
Continents and the Taipei Film Festival co-hosted.
A total of 229 show times for 144 films from 42
countries and a total of 182,880 visitors to the
Festival were recorded

(3) Taipei Jazz Festival

The 2016 Taipei Jazz Festival coincided with
its 10th anniversary; as a result, the festival was
expanded in scale to organize under the theme of
10 years of Jazz. Promotional activities included
6 live jazz concerts, 3 talks and 3 master classes.
During August 12 and 14, outdoor concerts
were held in Da-an Park, where 18 Taiwan and
international Jazz bands took turns showing their
jazz music. It was also for the first time that the
festival had ticketing service for the performance
by a jazz trio, composed by world’s famous jazz
guitarist Dean Brown, bass player Stuart Hamm
and drummer Chris Coleman on August 12 in
Taipei Zhongshan Hall. On August 13, there was
TJF Jazz Collective performed by Panama and
Japan musicians. The whole festival spanned July
1 to August 14 with 45,000 participants recorded.

(4) Taipei Poetry Festival

The 2016 Taipei Poetry Festival featured “Asian
Taste” as its main theme to introduce culture and
poetic traditions in our neighboring countries in
Asia. For this featured event, Ko Un, the heavyweight poet in Korea, visited Taiwan. In terms

During 2016 Taipei Poetry Festival, the City Poet Shu-tsai
lives in Taipei to experience more about the city

of the pioneering “Poet in Residence” project,
Shu Cai, the famous Chinese poet excellent at
translating French poetry was invited to reside in
Taipei for 16 days. Other poets and translators
were invited from countries such as Japan, Hong
Kong, the Philippines, France and Space to join
this magnificent event. From October 8 to 23, it
was recorded that a total of 29,818 people joined
the festival

3. Diverse Art Presentation to
Create a Livable Taipei City
(1) 2016 Treasure Hill Environmental Art
Lantern Festival

Under the theme of Meet the light, the 2016
Treasure Hill Environmental Art Lantern Festival
invited artists from a variety of fields such as visual
effects, devices, videos, performance, design,
and crafts to present a light show of magnificence
and uniqueness, which is unconventional to “The
Light” in the past. The festival was held from
February 17 to March 20, during which 34,421
visitors were recorded.

(2) 2016 On Site Art-fest

Organized by Department of Artist-inResidence, Taipei Culture Foundation, On Site Artfest took place in Expo Dome, Taipei Artist Village
and Treasure Hill from 10th to 16th October, 2016.
Started from 2012, this art festival will continue
its “crossover” spirit in the fifth year, represented
by On Site Visual, On Site Sound, On Site
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Performance, International Art Space, TAV Talks ×
On Site and Weekend Fun Together × On Site. An
array of art genres crossed, inspiring an all-new
and exciting physical experience for visitors. This
festival was scheduled from September 10 to 16
and attracted a total of 21,500 visitors.

(3) Taipei Public Arts Festival

The 2016 Taipei Public Arts Festival featured
“Seeing the Unseen” as its main theme and aimed
to guide the general public to explore areas where
there were early development of public arts. 10
guided tours on public art and 10 participationstyle workshops as well as educational promotion
stations in the neighborhood ranging from
Zhongshan MRT Station, Taipei Train Station to
the underground mall were organized, which were
intended to bring the public to rediscover and
recognize the importance of public art. During the
festival, 4 installation art works, including Eclipse
of the Rainbow, Device Dim Light Project, Day
Dream, and Urban Biopsy, were set up. These
art works guided the public to see the unseen

such as people, places, matters, and objects
around them, which they rarely pay attention to.
By enhancing their attention to their surroundings,
this project aimed to increase the citizens’
participation and enhance the effectiveness
and efficiency of public art. The festiva was held
October 28 to December 28, 2016 and attracted
a total of 69,030 visitors.

Landscape art work- Head in the Clouds

Landscape art work- The Glowing Light Project
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4. Local Culture Inheritance and
Promotion
Beitou Zhongxin Village used to be Beitou
Rotary Nursing Home for Army Garrison Hospital
in the Japanese Occupation Period and was
famous for hot spring remedy. After the World War
II, the nursing home was transformed into Armed
Force Hospital. In 1952, the army already set up
a department of psychology, which the hospital
the first armed forces hospital with physical and
mental treatment features. Meanwhile, part of
the original building was rebuilt into dormitory
for dependents. Zhongxin Village bears witness
to the history of the military dependants' village,
hot spring and medical care in Beitou. Last but
not the least, it is regarded one of the very few
remaining military dependants’ village that are still
well preserved.

(1) 2016 Taipei Military Dependants’
Village Culture Festival
2016 Taipei Military Dependants’ Village
Culture Festival features “Visit Military Dependants’
Village of Hot Spring” and takes place in the Heart
Village in Beitou. A series of activities including
Heart Village Special Exhibition, Village Wall of
Time, Outdoor Cinema: Film on Village of Time,
Fun Walk and Reading Beitou and Village Cuisine:
Noodle Studio. The series of activities guides
visitors though the winding valleys which is
crisscrossed with tall and short buildings, giving a
great opportunity for the new generation to know
more about the place, inspire their imagination as
well as for the elder generation to recall the good
old days. Starting from November 5 to 27, a total
of 10,156 people visited the festival.

and Taiwan Yueqin Folk Song Festival is regarded
as one of the most significant achievements of
the cooperation of Taipei City Government and
Beitou's local communities. In 2016, most of the
events of Taiwan Yueqin Folk Song Festival were
held at Beitou Hot Spring Museum, along with
other smaller exhibitions such as “Heart Blooms:
solo exhibition of Tseng Fong-li” in Hong-gah
Museum, “Painting Yueqin with Images of Aomori
Nebuta Festival” in Beitou Kagaya and YueqinBiscuits baking classes held by Beitou Parentchild Center. Through these activities, Taiwan
Yueqin Folk Song Festival committed itself to the
cultivation and promotion of Taiwanese traditional
performing arts, thus showing the power and
endless possibilities of local arts.

(3) Local Guided Cultural Tours on a
Variety of Topics

To act in accordance with the design theme
“World Design Capital Taipei 2016,” the 2016
Taipei Cultural Passport launched 15 routes of
guided tours on the changes of design on Taipei
and other related activities such as workshops, fun
activities and exhibitions, which accounted for a
total of 30 sessions. They took place from August 5
to October 31, with a record of 20,000 visitors.
2016 Taipei Lecture Hall features the main
thread of “Autumn for confession # Embrace
Taipei,” aiming to let more people to walk into
this art & culture venue and through six senses
including listening, speaking, reading, writing,
feeling and moving to know more about the
City. The event ran from October to the end of
December.

(2) Beitou Hot Spring Museum- Taiwan
Yueqin Folk Song Festival

T h e y e a r 2 0 1 6 m a r k e d t h e 6 t h Ta i w a n
Yueqin Folk Song Festival, which took place
from 3 September to 2 October at Beitou Hot
Spring Museum. Well-known performers and
masters of Taiwanese traditional performing arts
were invited to give stage performances and
seminars, including 3 large outdoor concerts.
The combination of Beitou Hot Spring Museum

Beitou Hot Spring Museum- Yueh Qin Festival
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2,720 people gathered in Nishi Hongganji Square and set off for a tour in Taipei City

Organized by the Taipei City Archives, the
“Taipei Highlight Monuments and Historic Sites”
event has progressed into its 9th year in 2016.
This event was, for the first time, combined with
Nuit Blanche Taipei 2016 to organize “Night
Monuments.” Moreover, “Night Airing in Historical
Sites” was organized for the first time by opening
the historical site Jushin Hall to parents and
their children to stay overnight. There was also
a specially-developed game application on
historical site treasure hunting so as to inspire the
school pupils to take interest in these historical
sites from playing fun games. Chan Su-jane,
Director of the Taipei City Archives, personally
read the books for children before saying
good night to them. With continution spirit, The
Gathering in Taipei and Half Day Tour unveiled
18 specially-designed routes with 58 tour guiding
services delivered. There was also a “Music and
Life” event especially organized to celebrate the
100th anniversary of famous composer Lu Chuanshen’s birthday. This event was scheduled to start
from September 17 to November 26.

Part 5 Diversity and Folk
Culture
1. Folk Art and Culture
Performances
The Department of Civil Affairs, Taipei City
Government holds primary folklore culture and
art performances, according to the art, folklore
and cultural features of each district through
its 12 district offices every year. In addition to
folklore traditions, each district is working towards
innovate modern art and culture as well as
develop industrial culture so that the folk art and
culture can be further developed.
To deepen local culture, the Taipei Hakka
Affairs Commission organized a series of activities
in relation to the promotion of Hakka traditional
culture and belief. In 2016, an album “Grandpa
Yi-ming Travels to Taipei” was released, which
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featureed the return of the festive songs and
music of the Yi-ming Festival.

Parents & Children participated in the Hakka Herbal
Experience Acitivities

The Indigenous Peoples Commission, Taipei
City Government creates annual plans for the
marketing highlights for the Katagalan Culture
Center. In 2016, the “It’s Photo Time! Mr. Ryuzon!
– Torii Ryuzo Photographic Flipped Exhibition”
was organized to contrast the images of the
indigenous people living 120 ago against today.
The “Taipei is not my home: I built a city with
sweat and left my hometown in my dream.” The
exhibition aimed to remind the public of the
importance of showing respect and tolerance
towards different cultures around us.

2. 365 Days Countdown to Taipei
2017 Summer Universiade

A corner of the “It’s Photo Time! Mr. Ryuzon! – Torii Ryuzo
Photographic Flipped Exhibition”

August 20, 2016 marked a year from Taipei
2017 Summer Universiade. Ever since, the Taipei
City Government has started its preparation
because this international event is a monumental
milestone. On the day, there were students,
community groups and about 1,500 professional
performers arranged for stage performance.
In addition, 600 volunteers joined the Volunteer
Swearing-in Ceremony in front of the Citizens’

2016 Xikou Cultural Festival Aqua Activities and Riverbank Concerts
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Countdown 365 for Taipei 2017 Summer Universiade

Plaza. Furthermore, a “365 Days Countdown to
Taipei 2017 Summer Universiade” event was held
to celebrate one year to the games with a sports
carnival. A mini athlete’s village and 56 fun booths
with interactive games were set up for visitors
to get to know more about the contents and
facilities of the upcoming Universiade. The stage
performances and global village demonstrates
Taipei is an international metropolitan with creative
art and culture. This event also shows that the
central government and the local governments
have devoted and completed their efforts in the
preparation of the Universiade. This countdown
event has received more than 10,000 to jointly
celebrate the coming of Taipei 2017 Summer
Universiade.

mission and passed the torch to the next WDC
organizer, Mexico City. The concept of “adaptive
city” is still evolving and growing in Taipei. Looking
into the future, the swearing-in ceremony for the
Taipei 2017 Summer Universiade was just held,
marking as an effort in promoting all the games
and festive activities so that Taipei can connect
to the world. The city government is proactively
making continuous efforts in the maintenance and
preservation of cultural heritage so that all these
endeavors will make Taipei an international city
which excels in every respect.

Conclusion
With the passage of 2016, the Taipei City
Government has successfully completed its WDC
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